WINE VATS WARRANTY
1°) Product warranty
Duration:

5 calendar years starting from the receipt of the goods.

Scope:

The preservation of the mechanical properties (in respect to corrosiveness, abrasion and behaviour under
pressure) within the limits of the technical characteristics of the product.

Mechanism:

The Seller will in full satisfaction of any liability hereunder at its option, either supply replacements of
or repair the faulty goods as the case may be. The repairs works may be conducted in the Buyer’s
premises, or in the Seller’s premises.
The Seller shall not be liable for any defects unless the Buyer shall have given to the Seller forthwith
upon discovery of such defects a written notice. Such written notice shall specify the matters
complained of and the Buyer shall thereafter afford the Seller a reasonable opportunity of inspecting the
goods in their allegedly defective state.
The Buyer or any third party may no effect any remedial work other than normal maintenance without
the special agreement of the Seller. In case of any remedial work executed in breach of this procedure or
of the Seller’s recommendations, Seller shall be released from any liability

Exclusions:

Force majeure or external cause (third party act)
Climatic, chemical or environmental constraints
Unforeseen implantation constraints
Constraints non compatible with the technical and practical data as defined in the Buyer’s orders and as
accepted in our offer
Expenses resulting from normal wear and tear
Disrespect of the Notice of use of the products as included in our commercial documentation and
pertaining to use, coating the vats with tartaric acid, Bellot sealing covers, cleaning and maintaining the
goods (preventive and curative maintenance).

2°) Accessory warranty: covers, trapdoors, valves, air cooling systems
Duration:

Covers and trapdoors: 2 (two) years starting with the delivery
Tabs systems: 1 (one) year starting with the delivery
Internal control temperature system: 1 (one) year starting with the delivery

Mechanism:

The Seller will in full satisfaction of any liability hereunder at its option, either supply replacements of
or repair the faulty goods as the case may be. The repairs works may be conducted in the Buyer’s
premises, or in the Seller’s premises.

Exclusions:

Force majeure or external cause (third party act)

Voluntary degradations or accidental degradations induced by the Buyer or by the de final user
Ware spare parts (example: rubber joints) or parts in movement are not guaranteed.

3°) Hidden defects warranty
This warranty covers hidden flaws of the goods, making the latter improper to the foreseen use; it is subject to provisions
of art. 1641 of the French Civil Code. The Buyer’s action is prescribed by 5 years.
This warranty falls under our insurance policies. The insurance covers the damage caused to third parties, including
expenses related to the retreat of the goods, subject to limits provided in our Insurance certificates, and however excluding
the repayment of the price of the goods itself.
The above-mentioned warranties do not include immaterial damages or indirect damages, for which we decline all
responsibility.

